14 October 2020

To Israel Security
Jerusalum
Find my Israel Passport, stolen by Russian gang, and check up the new one!
I am an Israeli citizen, 85; immigrated in Israel from Russia in 1992, I am a scientist, PhD, with a
great scientific mission important for the destiny of civilization, the Jewish people in particular.
I apply to you in connection with the theft of my Israel Passport #20672278 and the Immigrant
Certificate during my participation at the Atiner philosophy conference in Athens in May 27-29,
2018. On returning to Israel I ordered a new Passport. The Ministry of Interior in Haifa issued a
modern bio-Passport and, also, a bio-Identity-Certificate for me. However, as the Ministry had
repeatedly tried to issue, surprisingly, false documents, I suspect my current documents are also
false and need replacement.
Besides, several months after the event, the Israel Embassy in Greece informed me that my above
stolen documents had, allegedly, been found, but it is only the Immigrant Certificate that was
returned to me. That suggests that the criminals who committed the above theft still keep my old
Israel Passport for a new crime against me - with unpredictable consequences for civilization.
All above events look like acts of one operation organized by the Russian intelligence agents,
controlling my hostel in Haifa for about 13 years, trying to sabotage my activity in Israel for about
28 years, waging an omnipresent secret war against me, blocking all my correspondence and
conspiring against me with their local counterparts in Israel and abroad. See my CV enclosed.

In this connection would you please find my lost Israel Passport #20672278,
instruct the Israel Inferior to check up my bio-Passport and, possibly, take
measures to provide me with an appropriate accommodation.
Yours sincerely,
Igor Makarov
ID310295142
P.O. Box 44436, Haifa 3144401, Israel
Tel/fax: +972 (0) 4 822 1997; mobile: 054 785 6170
Email: reformach110@gmail.com
Enclosure:
My Curriculum Vitae: http://kvisit.com/SlZHRAQ

